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_______________________As of Release 0.77_________________________
MAJOR
MINOR
- 0.73 One loop executes after dynamically adding targets before all targets are
reallocated licenses. An alert warns of the new unlicensed targets for that
loop. This is corrected on the next loop for those new targets which do not exceed
the licensed targets count limit, and a -CFG- alert sent with the new allocation.
Otherwise the licensed limit has been exceeded and will need to be raised to allow
checking the dynamically added new targets.
- 0.73 Uninstall may not remove shortcuts installed in the Windows Start Menu.
If not these may be removed manually after uninstalling.
- 0.68 Checking of the program's host with the self.cfg file requires the machine
to have a working network connection.
- 0.68 On Windows installing without a working network connection may cause the
install process to hang at the end with the Thank You web page displayed. The
installation has completed correctly; simply close the command window.
- Firefox revs. 57-60 have a minor bug that allows a brief flash of an
unformatted (unstyled) web page while the UWI is loading certain web pages. Chrome,
Safari, MS browsers and other versions of Firefix are not affected. No functional
affect, transient cosmetic affect only.
- 0.64 Column alignment in reports shifts right for long discovered target names.
(Discovery-only issue on advanced Appchkrs.)
- 0.63 Startup pages on both OS's do not complete until discovery does, if it's used.
(Advanced types only). Discovery log is available during this time.
- 0.57 Inital UWI page occasionally slow to open after startup, sometimes requiring
two tries. Always OK after that.
- 0.54 Flashing command prompt windows at startup on MSWindows.

Non-functional.

- 0.52 Small memory growth occurs in very active long-running configurations.
- 0.40 On some Windows 7 systems starting a chkr instance from the UWI erroneously
shows some of the startup batch script commands in the startup output.
Appearance only issue -- no functional consequence.

